On Wednesday, the children were
delighted to discover that their
applications to take part in the Great
Expedition around the British Empire
were successful! They were assigned a
region group to work with and have been
making exciting plans for their
imaginary trek. Depending on their
specialist interests (anthropologist/
naturalist/ inventor), each member of
the team will be making artefacts, maps,
models and inventions to display at our
end of term exhibition.
Weekend project: The children will
need to find out about the climate,
physical geography and size of their
region to which they will be travelling.

COSTUMES
At the exhibition on Wednesday 17th
July, we would like all the children to
be wearing a Victorian Costume—
please start making plans now!

There will be no group reading
next week as we have House
Assembly.
Please continue to support
your child reading regularly!

As a continuation of our
study of Victorian
literature the children
enjoyed reading Lewis
Carroll’s poem
“Jabberwocky” and created
their own versions
complete with illustrations
in the style John Tenniel.

Dear Parents,
At last the sunny weather has
arrived; please remember to talk to
your children about sensible sun
behaviour and send them in with
sun protection cream, hats and
water bottles.
Please see page two for the Trinity
Trek kit list. Do make sure any
outstanding medical forms are
returned.
Best wishes,
Clare, Tracey, Sarah, Mary and
Helen

In maths lessons the children
worked out how to use scale on
maps to measure distance. They
then applied this skill to planning
their expedition routes.

Kit List
Overnight kit (To be dropped off in 6C on the morning of the
trek):

Sleeping bag

Small cushion/pillow

Roll mat

Blanket for extra warmth (optional)

Toothbrush and toothpaste

Change of clothes for the morning (optional)

Different footwear from walking shoes for the camp site (eg
flip flops, crocs)

Warm jumper/fleece

Cereal bar for breakfast
To organise with tent buddy (to have between you):

Wet wipes

Hand wash/gel

Torch
In daypack:

Waterproof

Small first aid kit

Food for lunch and several snacks (no cans or bottles please)

Plenty of water

Change of socks

Sun cream

Hat

Plastic bag to sit on

